CLEARVIEW REGIONAL DISTRICT
STUDENT DRESS CODE
NOTE: Parents, please help us regulate the dress code by monitoring your son’s/daughter’s outfits.
PROPER ATTIRE IS TO BE WORN BY ALL STUDENTS TO FOSTER
THE BEST ENVIRONMENT FOR LEARNING.
To ensure that students observe basic rules of personal hygiene and dress in a manner that will
not disrupt the educational process, the following guidelines shall apply. The following Unacceptable Dress
Code was developed by students, parents, and faculty. If there are any problems with attire not addressed
below, the administration will deal with individuals on a one-to-one basis.

NO UNACCEPTABLE ATTIRE ~ THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ATE NOT PERMISSABLE:
1. Any clothing or jewelry with double meaning, crude phrases, reference to violence, alcoholic
messages or promoting other substance abuse
2. Clothing with images and/or messages that could potentially disrupt the learning environment
3. Running shorts/short shorts (Use the fingertip rule – put your hands at your side: shorts and
skirts should come to end of the fingertips, even with leggings or similar legwear). We
recommend surfer shorts and Bermuda shorts.
4. Sunglasses
5. Hats, bandannas and other head coverings (including hair adornments or similar items).
6. Undergarments worn as outer garments/undergarments visible
7. Boxer shorts
8. Torn clothes (no holes/tears above finger-tip length).
9. Winter outerwear worn to class (coats, etc.)
10. Spaghetti-strap tops or dresses
11. Pajamas, flannel pants, blankets, and/or slippers
12. Chains, pointed rings, dog collars, bullet belts
13. Tube tops (including tube tops under shirts/sweaters or shirts worn under tube tops).
14. Low cut tops
15. One-piece rompers
16. Shirts/tanks tops that reveal undergarments. Students’ midsections should ALWAYS remain
covered. NO SKIN should be exposed.
17. Sagging pants are not permitted. Pants should be secured on waist at all times.
*Students are not permitted to have E-Cigarettes, pacifiers, toothpicks,
lollipops, popsicle sticks, or straws in their mouths.
Students failing to abide by the dress code will be required to change into school approved
appropriate attire or PE uniform. We have “changes” for students in the nurse’s office. Students
may be directed to change into their PE uniform. Work missed from class will be the student’s
responsibility. Students who refuse to change will be subject to disciplinary consequences.
PLEASE NOTE - Students are not permitted to receive deliveries during the school day, such
as fast food, beverages, balloons, candy, flowers, pizza, etc.
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